MB7950 Mounting Hardware

Product Description

The MB7950 Mounting Hardware is selected for use with our sensors in a 3/4" NPS housing style. The MB7950 Mounting Hardware gives customers easy access to the hardware needed for through hole mounting. The mounting hardware includes a steel lock nut and two O-ring (Buna-N and Neoprene) each optimal for different applications.

Related products

HR-MaxTemp
An external temperature sensor that can be used for more accurate compensation to speed of sound over temperature changes.

MB7974 Snap-On Horn
Improves snow depth measurements and detection range for people with select sensors. Select this option on the applicable product page to purchase.

MB7954 Shielded Cable
The MaxSonar Connection Wire is used to reduce interference caused by electrical noise on the lines. This cable is a... Read More
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MB7961 Power Supply Filter

Used to help minimize spikes and noise found in the power supply to your devices.